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ABSTRACT: Like many countries of the early 1920s, Turkey transitioned from empire to nation-state, a development in which scholars have identified modern, nationalistic, secular, Western, and even authoritarian agendas. Integral to each of these orientations were distinct prioritizations of hygiene, medicine, and public health. The universal scope of this mission to achieve national wellbeing posed particular challenges in a predominantly rural country comprising traditional communities with their own curative practices, and it was complicated further by widespread illiteracy, shortcomings in personnel and finances, and geography. Interrogating the ways in which officials and physicians initiated programs for schooling the citizenry in medical science and its virtues, this article identifies how the republic utilized a broad narrative of scientism to achieve its ends in its associated curriculum. Developing a straightforward and portable program for teaching public health personnel and citizens alike, public health authorities distilled the content of the republic’s medical museum exhibits into an atlas for broad distribution. Through mutually-reinforcing tropes of maladies, microbes, and morality, this atlas was intended as a key implement of governance designed to convey the scientific state’s biopolitical goals to throughout the nation.

The atlas, the census, and the museum: concluding his examination of the emergence of nationalism, Benedict Anderson identified these “institutions of power” as fundamental to the administration of late empires and modern nation-states.1 Rooted in spatial practices of surveying and surveilling, of classifying and analyzing, and of exhibiting and educating, these implements of governance convey authority and objectivity as much as they do any actual information. Essential to fashioning citizens, these devices are foundational to core state initiatives, too, such as public health schemes. In turn, these projects typically rely upon arrays of truisms and mutually-fortifying tropes to propagate dominant narratives of authority and identity. In this article, we employ the question of scientism, as articulated by David Livingstone;2 to (1) examine how this concept informs historical geographies of the early Turkish republic’s discursive efforts to connect with and educate its population in both public health and citizenship and (2) establish public health education schemes as a focus for research in historical and health geographies. In the nation-state era, we contend more generally, this vernacular of apparent facts, reason, and science has proven indispensable to modern statecraft.

Scrutinizing primary sources pertinent to the emergent nation-state’s predicaments of diverse maladies and demographic anxieties, we discern an abundance of scientized depictions of
pestilence and population intended for general dissemination. To analyze this rhetoric, we focus here on tropes of scientism that pervaded the republic’s public health curriculum. In doing so, we observe that, just as exercises of “power, politics, and ideology in art exhibitions” feature routinely in the typical museum or atlas, comparable practices are manifest in the pictorial imagery and texts that represent disease and public health. Positioning graphic narratives alongside nationalist rhetoric, the Turkish state portrayed diseases as “enemies” menacing the nation, just as it depicted particular ailments attacking the health and productivity of individual citizens. Predictably, amid these figurative struggles, the science-endowed republic and its leaders performed heroically as the ultimate protectors of the nation, analogous to either a diligent scientist realizing a cure or a dedicated physician saving a patient.

Central to overcoming social and political obstacles to achieving a healthy population, the early Turkish nation-state developed an ambitious public health system with universal outcomes in mind. Like other modernist states, it relied heavily on this rhetoric of scientism to achieve its goals. In the lessons it fashioned to educate the public, it emphasized not only objective facts but a culture of science. To confront this deployment of scientism, we focus on one of the country’s first publications for training health workers and the general population alike: a public health atlas that officials hoped would distill essential information and images from its early medical museums in an accessible medium. To better analyze the atlas in this article, we begin by surveying the place of science and public health education as matters of governance and biopolitics in historical geography, and we introduce the context of early republican Turkey and its public health challenges. Engaging with the atlas itself, we then account for and interrogate distinctive components—or tropes—of the document as narrative: (1) the science of particular diseases and difficulties; (2) modern medical science and public health as the nation’s keys to salvation; and (3) the scientific state’s lessons in citizenship, as nested in secular expressions of modern morality. As much as the republic’s projects alleviated sickness and mortality, its scientized curriculum also served to confirm its own power and legitimacy as the singular provider of this modern knowledge and its blessings.

Situating public health education in historical geography

Both historical geography and histories of geography have long encompassed histories of science and medicine. Traditionally, much of the scholarship of these latter fields emphasized inquiry about the ideas and education of physicians and nurses, bacteriologists and epidemiologists, and other health professionals. To better assess and integrate this knowledge in historical geography, however, it also is essential to interrogate dynamics of awareness, informational diffusion, and learning among not only specialists but entire populations. In addition, doing so enables engagement with two of the general thematic questions both in science and technology studies (STS) and in the histories of medicine and science, namely, how scientific/medical knowledge is constructed, and how such knowledge is implicated in practices of governance. Contributing to these wider inquiries, historical geographies of public health education engender both practical and theoretical insights as to the respective roles of science, society, and state. Scientists, physicians, and public health officials typically play allied yet dissimilar roles. Geographic research on public health education thus promotes understanding of the spatial circumstances that contextualize the pursuit of facts, treatments, and policies, on the one hand, and the geographic extent of a society’s comprehension and acceptance of existing findings, proposed therapies, and associated regulations, on the other hand. These processes of conveying, at times mandating, and at other times resisting ideas of disease, wellness, and associated health programs can elucidate both the biopolitical circumstances of populations and
how the enterprise of public health (including public health education) functions as a distinct mode of scientific governance.

As historical geographers, however, there exist distinct constraints to our capacities to explore early public health education. In particular, it is not possible to measure past populations’ receptiveness to new discoveries in medical science, regimes of treatment, or policies regulating social behavior, as can be done among contemporary populations through surveys, focus groups, ethnography, and oral history. Other information must serve as proxy data. For example, our knowledge concerning subpopulations treated, registered, instructed, or otherwise engaged with by a state’s public health apparatus may be informed by consulting statistics from hospitals and clinics or the brochures, posters, and other media distributed. Likewise, compulsory health education curricula in schools and military units, for example, or the number of performances of educational plays or screenings of instructional films, help in estimating the geographic and demographic range of such lessons. Qualitatively, memoirs, editorials, and other recorded testimonies reflecting the perspectives of providers or of the populations targeted for instruction can document delivered content, audiences’ receptiveness and reactions, and consequent changes in behavior. When only sparse data survive (e.g., the absence of memoirs from illiterate populations), research depends upon qualitative analysis of programmatic and curricular records. This research, regardless of theoretical approach, enables reconstruction of how states (1) framed demographic concerns, particular diseases, and schemes for prevention and treatment, and (2) implemented public health programs as procedures integral to statecraft. Through the course of this article, our inquiry is guided generally by the Foucauldian concepts of governmentality and biopolitics.

Concisely, this idea of governance derives from Foucault’s 1977-1978 lectures on security, territory, and population at the Collège de France. Focused on the modern state’s creation of spheres of services for enhancing the lives of its citizens (e.g., public health), this concept maintains that conditions of governmentality began to emerge as the state strove to surveil and scrutinize its population, on the one hand, and as the population became conditioned to self-regulation, on the other hand. In this regard, Foucault’s governmentality is quite similar to a population’s consent to state hegemony under systems of capitalism, per Gramsci. Also integral to Foucault’s conceptualization of this process was the centrality of population, with the modern state relying upon both it and its economy. Amid the modern state’s evolution, he maintained, the premodern primacy of territory was supplanted by this overruling concern for population. While most geographers—even those who follow closely Foucault’s conceptual lead—would reject what might be read in his works as a relegation of territory’s prominence to the past, few would dismiss his observation regarding a modern ascendancy of population, as reflected over time in the state’s enhanced scale of interventions in its citizens’ lives. In both this regard and with respect to the changing dimensions of how territory may be construed to include the individual, Foucault’s concept of biopolitics is also of particular importance. This notion encompasses essentially all that may define and be connected to a person’s life (e.g., health, sustenance, family, work, environment, and so forth) and how modern (or “liberal”) states impose increasingly what Nikolas Rose defines as “biological citizenship.” As a condition, biological citizenship is mediated by states’ capabilities to achieve conditions of governmentality, partly through citizens’ own acts of self-regulation (or consent, per Gramsci). Given states’ imperatives to condition their populations to self-regulate (and to consent to being ruled), education and schooling—whether in literacy or hygiene/public health—appeared more than ever to be both vital tools of and objectives for modern states.
This shift towards governance as mediated through interventions in the biopolitics of a citizenry was especially notable in Western states by the modern era, but it also emerged within others that followed—or sought to effectively resist—the West’s example. While measures of quarantine, sanitation, and hygiene characterized most public health initiatives prior to the twentieth century, actual engagements with the general population started in the 1900s to move beyond the distribution of leaflets, the mandating of hygiene classes in schools, and the prioritization of public health by advocates of temperance. Enabled by bacteriological and epidemiological discoveries of the past two decades, both states and nongovernmental organizations began early in the century to target specific concerns and develop focused educational programs. America’s anti-tuberculosis movement was a “trail blazer,” with a public exhibit in Baltimore in 1904, a follow-up in New York, and traveling events thereafter at fairs and other venues. Medical museums, including simple exhibits and traveling displays, became vehicles for public edification. Although they had emerged centuries earlier as sites for the training of physicians, the experiments of researchers, and the curiosity of early collectors, medical museums, operating under an expanded notion of benefit to the general public, suited the aspirations of the modern “welfare or therapeutic state.” As the nascent Turkish republic coalesced in Ankara in the early 1920s, we argue, its leadership embraced this biopolitical dimension of governance and the promise of museums, atlases, and other institutions.

Situating public health education in Turkey’s historical geographies

Leaders of both the late Ottoman Empire and the Turkish republic adopted ambitious policies for governance in their modernizing states. Indeed, there were profound continuities in the paths charted for modernization by the empire and its successor—and in the narratives of scientism that thusly flourished. These agendas encompassed not only traditional domains like economics, infrastructure, and security but also universal education and public health, and extended down to the scale of the individual citizen and the most fundamental aspects of everyday lives—envisioning what we know as biopolitics. However, the capacities of each polity to effect such initiatives were limited by the circumstances of their times and their respective resources. While imperial officials envisioned modernist reforms in public health, for example, their realization was curbed by financial, logistical, and institutional shortcomings, as well as the limits of contemporary medical science (e.g., as with malaria and syphilis—two of the republic’s principal foes). Emerging amid both foreign occupation and ongoing conflict, the Ankara-based republic experienced similar material and geographic constraints on its capacity to diagnose, treat, and prevent outbreaks of disease, despite significant scientific and medical advances in the preceding decades in other countries. In Turkey, therefore, the comprehensive governance—as attainable through the sciences of medicine and public health—that was aspired to by the republic’s leadership was not immediate; amid scarcities, ambitions regularly outpaced outcomes. Nonetheless, Turkey’s attempts to realize the biopolitical state can still be evaluated through one of its principal means of engaging with its populace: public health education policies, programs, and curriculum.

Nonetheless, in studies of the Turkish republic published prior to this century, medicine, science, and technology did not appear as particular research concerns. Rather, emphasis typically rested on modernization and identity politics, articulated especially in terms of ethno-nationalism, secularism, Islam, and economic and institutional development. Though critical reassessments of these preoccupations in Turkish historiography emerged by the late 1990s, with inquiries into the meanings of modernity, critiques of secularism, and analyses of the built environment, critical histories of science, medicine, and STS scholarship did not emerge until this century.
The rise of new political identities and institutions, and international conflicts during the time of the Turkish republic’s establishment, have naturally attracted attention to traditional topics of political inquiry. It is true nonetheless that many histories of disease, medicine, and science and technology in other countries underscore the profound influences of unrest and war on public health initiatives. In Turkey, these conflicts drove population politics, which reacted to deaths from violence, sickness, and hunger and episodes of migration and population exchange. Fearful of demographic decline and even collapse, not unlike many European states of the time, leaders of both the late empire and the emergent republic resorted to pronatalist policies and other responses rooted in contemporary ideas of sanitation, hygiene, and public health. The urgency of such measures stemmed not merely from officials’ administrative responsibilities for citizens’ lives, but from profound anxieties both economic and geopolitical, articulated in a “demographic discourse” of the early 1920s articulated by physicians and politicians. To confront these fears, the nascent state created a public health infrastructure, establishing a ministry of public health on 20 May 1920, three years before the republic itself was declared.

The new Ministry of Health and Social Assistance of the Republic of Turkey (or T.C. Sıhhiye ve Muavenet-i İçtimaîye Vekaleti) was based in Ankara, the nation’s burgeoning capital. Its first minister, Dr. Adnan Adıvar, and other officials identified key maladies—among them malaria, syphilis, trachoma, tuberculosis, and typhoid—as enemies of the Turkish people and prioritized them for engagement. In most instances, these were diseases that officials linked with reproductive problems or infant mortality. Additionally, aspects of behavior, for example, drinking alcohol, even wearing high heel shoes, were scrutinized as threats to health and safety. These elective decisions and conduct also merited confrontation, in the view of public health authorities. Though Adıvar was soon replaced by Dr. Refik Saydam—a later prime minister—the initial policy orientation persisted.

The republic’s new public health institutions and its parliament emphasized both professional development and preventive medicine as they moved beyond simply enumerating and prioritizing the diseases that were necessary to overcome. To professionalize the country’s physicians and public health personnel and standardize training and practice, the ministry relied heavily on the propaganda branch of its general directorate. This branch drew upon initiatives charted by the Ottomans in 1913, sustaining production and circulation of the journal Sıhhiye Mecmuası (later titled as Sağlık Dergisi) and sponsoring new medical texts and the translation of key titles from foreign languages, along with publication and distribution. Additionally, the ministry commissioned the acquisition and availability of data about Turkey, its peoples, and their ailments, as a basis for formulating state policies and medical practices. Production of volumes titled Türkiye’nin Sıhhî-i İçtimaî Coğrafyası (“The Medical-Social Geography of Turkey,” with particular subtitles denoting specific provinces investigated) commenced in 1922, with four separate surveys of individual provinces, and continued sporadically thereafter until 1932. As sources for historical analysis, these state-published texts focus on the country’s citizens as patients and targets, revealing efforts by the ministry’s administrators and physicians to apply (especially to the peasantry) medical science and technology as both curative and “civilization.” Here legislation and regimes of policing the population were only the most obvious outcomes.

Training its physicians and public health cadre, and instilling the ideal of service to the wider population in small towns and rural areas, the ministry prioritized what we would today describe as preventive medicine. These preventive measures, consistent with contemporary trends in medical science and practice, were pronounced in the early republic, although the state faced profound fiscal limitations that persisted even after the Treaty of Lausanne in 1923 effectively eliminated the republic’s payment of World War I reparations. In addition to other material concerns—supplies of particular medicines, for example, were inadequate—Turkey’s
demographic geography complicated provision of healthcare to most citizens. The population itself was largely rural and illiterate, limited opportunities for transportation made many areas inaccessible, and diverse spatial factors presented unique local risks, as with the occurrence of malaria in sites of wetlands or rice production. In addition to schemes to extend the ministry’s reach to remote communities, programs to mitigate the severity of particular diseases were sought as among the most feasible measures. In this context, the distribution of an atlas—a portable medical museum that included comprehensible visual information and guidelines—was among the first and most expedient of developments. Constituting a weapon to confront the nation’s epidemiological enemies, it was a means to educate a broad segment of the populace, recruiting each citizen to regulate his or her own conduct and health.

**The Sıhhî Müze Atlası**

The inspiration for a medical museum (sometimes called a *hıfzıssıhha müzesi*, or hygiene museum) may be attributed to Dr. Adnan Adıvar and his desire in the late Ottoman era to foster “practical hygiene lessons” for students of medicine. Employed by the empire’s General Directorate of Health in 1917, Adıvar had observed such a museum in Germany and anticipated establishing a similar venue in Istanbul. This goal was realized through the activities of another functionary of the directorate, Dr. Hikmet Hamdi. Touring several German museums over a period of four months in 1917, Hamdi returned to Istanbul with a number of paintings that were reproduced at a 1917 exhibition facilitated by the Red Crescent foundation. Pleased with responses to the exhibition, Ottoman authorities commissioned Hamdi to create the empire’s first medical museum.

Later republican accounts of the museum accentuated its shortcomings, attributable largely to World War I and its aftermath. Nonetheless, the museum boasted over 100,000 visitors from the summer of 1918 through 1926. Featuring a variety of moulage and other models, paintings, graphs and charts, and mobile displays that could be presented in other quarters of the city, it functioned into the 1980s, hosting conferences and screening films. Though the administrative center of public health efforts shifted from the imperial seat of Istanbul to the republic’s forward capital of Ankara, the museum’s role as a precursor to subsequent nationwide efforts was appreciable—a medium that engaged and educated the medical community, state employees, soldiers, students, and other members of the public.

To achieve its goals of reaching the wider population, not only for purposes of public health but for nation-building and modernization, early republican leaders established institutions in villages, towns, and other cities known as *Halkodası* (“People’s Room”) and *Halkevleri* (“People’s Houses”) that propagated health-related messages; similar efforts occurred in schools, workplaces, the military, and elsewhere. The content of the propaganda was prepared by the Ministry of Health and Social Assistance and often took the form of posters, brochures, flyers, and films (however, many of these latter were produced in Europe or the United States). Further public health museums were opened in Ankara and Izmir, and materials from the Istanbul site were lent to these exhibits. Mobile museums were also planned, but visits by traveling exhibits to many of the remote towns and villages were not practicable. With these communities in mind, 1,000 copies of the *Sıhhî Müze Atlası* (“Medical Museum Atlas”) were published in 1926 as a medium to instruct both public health workers and citizens.

The minister of health, Dr. Refik Saydam, authored an introduction to the atlas that conveyed its biopolitical purpose and goals:

> One of the duties of the Ministry of Health and Social Assistance is to provide resources that can assist our people in possessing sufficient knowledge about the contagious and social diseases of our country. Consequently, the people will know how to avoid
these diseases, will perceive the damage and the terrible outcomes that they bring about, and will acquire great benefits in their lives and health. From this standpoint, therefore, we seek to increase the number of Health Museums and to pursue a path that demonstrates to the people how [they can] protect themselves from contagious and social diseases and learn guidelines for personal healthcare, by publishing and publicizing them with the benefit of pictures… that everybody can comprehend.

Currently we are unable to open these types of museums everywhere, thus I found it constructive to combine pictures of these images and other items displayed in our health museums and publish them as an album until we reach our goals.

I strongly hope that this album, prepared by Ministry of Health and Social Assistance, will assist us in attaining these goals.

As a distillation of the republic’s medical museums and health exhibits, the atlas was a single portable volume that could be delivered throughout the country, even the nation’s most remote communities. Like all state documents at that time, it was published in Ottoman Turkish. Though the book is an atlas, the tome itself is devoid of maps or other cartographic references. However, it does feature colorful illustrations intended to convey not simply the epidemiological and therapeutic aspects of particular diseases but also their social, environmental, and spatial contexts. In doing so, it articulates unambiguously specific geographies of risk; sites the responsible citizen should avoid. These spatial depictions are but some of the scientized tropes of disease and public health conveyed by the atlas.

This article identifies three of the narrative themes woven through the book: (1) a survey of the diseases afflicting the Turkish nation, along with their roots in citizens’ biologies and behavior, (2) a presentation of modern medical science and the state’s ability to diagnose, treat, and defeat disease, and (3) the scientific state’s lessons in a new modernist morality for citizens, who may emulate ideal examples in order to be happy, healthy, and productive. Training its populace with a scientized narrative to self-govern their biopolitical affairs so that they would be socially (and economically) viable actors in the new society, Turkey was consistent with most contemporary nation-states. As detailed in the following sections, these lessons were mutually-reinforcing narratives that collectively served both to explain and legitimate the objectivity and authority of modern medicine, on the one hand, and to establish and perpetuate the idea that the state was the sole arbiter and benefactor of this scientific power, on the other hand.

Maladies of the new republic

Emerging as a “positive and systematic enterprise” of the modern state, medical science relied upon cataloging and classifying information. This categorization made the assembled knowledge not only more functional for practitioners, but more teachable (i.e., “legible”) for the wider population. In line with this compulsion to both order and instruct, the atlas itself is organized in a manner that is quite accessible—grouping afflictions by source or cause (those associated with waterborne bacteria, those resulting from unwise behavior, and so forth). Following Dr. Saydam’s prefatory remarks, the book proceeds to separately detail every affliction of concern by providing a summary of each one’s etiologies and epidemiologies, associated symptoms and outcomes, and opportunities for therapeutic and preventive measures. The scientific authority of both the modern physician and the nation-state is conferred through exacting and unassailable explication, relating a rational description and prescription for each malady.

Beyond conveying information that was practical (i.e., the causes and cures of disease) and political (i.e., the emphasis on the state, ministry, and physician/official), this systematic survey was part of a broader effort to displace the traditional curatives of rural Anatolia,
centuries old and bound up with religion or superstition or both. Presenting evidence-based accounts of each malady followed by prescriptive measures to achieve therapeutic remedies or outright prevention, the ministry aspired to impart a modernist logic that could inoculate the citizenry not only against diseases but against doubt. Indeed, though this agenda did not feature explicitly in the atlas, teaching against tradition was one of the priorities of the state. While lessons that, for example, dispelled miasmic notions of malaria were integral to educating people about the role of mosquitoes and thus the virtue of both therapies and preventive measures (e.g., draining wetlands, installing screens in homes, and avoiding sites, like rice paddies), eradication of traditional notions of sickness and treatment was also imperative in order to condition the populace to trust the state and its public health schemes and to assume measures of community and individual responsibility, that is, to self-regulate.

Self-governing against illness and infirmity required rudimentary awareness of the most common diseases, appropriate remedies, and the preventive measures provided by modern medical science and public health. Implementing these measures outside the clinic entailed discipline at the scale of the individual citizen and community. To this end, the atlas was easy for the literate citizen to read, and certain concise passages could be read aloud to the illiterate. Moreover, illustrations emphasize key aspects of diseases, recommend treatments, and caution against social and environmental risks. The biological and/or behavioral origins of each malady are also emphasized, accentuating the need for an involved and vigilant citizenry. Just as women ought to refrain from wearing high-heeled shoes in order to prevent orthopedic impairments, the responsible citizen should avoid practices and places that raise the risk of contracting diseases. Describing smallpox with associated illustrations to facilitate recognition of the disease in its various stages and its potential impacts, for example, the atlas underscores that the disease was once quite devastating, resulting in widespread and rapid epidemics and once accounted for up to a quarter of all deaths. Though still dangerous—even sometimes resulting in severe scars or blindness (as in Figures 1 and 2), thanks to modern science and a dependable state the disease is now manageable with a vaccinated and watchful populace (Figure 3). According to the concluding sentences of the text on smallpox (printed in a bold and enlarged Ottoman script), the disease itself is terrible, but inoculations against it are safe, and vaccination is among “the greatest tools in our hands.” In this instance, prevention and vigilance were the stipulated courses of action. In addressing sexually transmitted infections (STIs) or alcoholism, restraint was also a crucial directive. Detailed further in the subsequent sections, this definitional and diagnostic narrative merged with both scientific and moralistic discourse to create a scientized metanarrative of good health and citizenship in the modern republic.

Microbes and X-rays

Authoritative and comprehensible lessons in biology, medicine, and the responsibilities of the modern nation-state’s citizenry were supported through an additional strategy: graphic demonstrations of the scientific gaze. Making evident the perceptibility and soundness of modern medicine, the vantages of the microscope and x-ray—the virtual eyes of an emerging scientific state—were revealed to the nation in ways that supported the republic’s public health agenda. Beyond simply speaking of the biologies of particular diseases or the impacts of activities deemed unsuitable and unsafe, the trope of presenting images of both microorganisms and radiographs encouraged citizens to view for themselves the fundamental realities of the nation’s foes—and to reject superstition, the customary healer (often referred to as an ocak), and unfounded therapeutic traditions. That the state would employ these instruments of research and diagnosis in educating the wider public should not be surprising. Indeed, such displays of innovation in
Among the portraits of individuals suffering from the various stages of smallpox, one depicted
a young woman stricken by the disease. In the accompanying text, the consequences of failing to ob-
serve the state’s guidance was stated gravely. As it read, “This poor girl was not vaccinated in time and
contracted smallpox. Even if her life is saved she forever lost her beauty” (image attributed to the An-

medical technology that revealed the body’s inner workings were quite common in effecting
conceptual shifts within Europe’s own medical and scientific communities (and later among the
general public) in the preceding centuries.69

Employing the image of the microbe as framed by the microscope’s slide, the atlas
underscores the complex and scientific basis of effective diagnosis and therapy, on the one hand,
and shares basic evidence with patients and the public, on the other hand. This elementary
disclosure of modern medical science and practice was essential in the eyes of Turkey’s officials
and practitioners. In the minutes of parliamentary deliberations over public health, the documents
of the health ministry, and proceedings of the republic’s early medical conferences, the anxieties
of physicians are apparent. Some had had experiences in peasant communities where villagers
expected immediate and visible outcomes. In the absence of evident surgical procedures (or at
Figure 2. “A child who after smallpox bears the scars and lost one eye. Smallpox sometimes destroys both eyes, forever imprisoning the person in blindness” (image attributed to the Ankara Public Health Museum, T.C. Sıhhiye ve Muavenet-i İçtimaîye Vekaleti, Sıhhi Müze Atlası, 45).
least the sight of related scars, dressings, or casts) or instant results from medications, it was contended, locals would not accept the logic of modern medicine’s practices and curatives, leaving the largely illiterate populace with considerable doubts. Consequently, some of the medical propaganda that the ministry employed tried to frighten people more than educate them. Posters used in campaigns to eradicate malaria in the countryside, for example, depicted gigantic mosquitoes descending upon rural communities and fleeing townsfolk. However, education-oriented efforts to convey the microscopic workings of disease were also a common motif in the republic’s public health curricula—one of the scientized narrative tropes upon which the atlas fully relies.

Though some officials deemed even basic lessons in disease and public health too complex for the general population, the atlas fostered a basic comprehension of the microbial basis of diseases in order to convey vital facts about social circumstances and physical environments that facilitated transmission. The ministry illustrated this microbial perspective and the epidemiology of diseases in text and images, as in the case of plague and the chain of infection that brought the disease to people. Though it was a greater threat in the Ottoman era, and even constituted

Figure 3. Explaining briefly the disease and the science of vaccinations, the atlas depicted a cow’s udder afflicted with cowpox and the appearance of smallpox on a human hand (image attributed to the Izmir Public Health Museum, T.C. Sıhhiye ve Muavenet-i İctimaîye Vekaleti, Şihhi Müze Atlası, 46). Perhaps one of the most striking aspects of this image, however, is the remarkable similarity between this illustrated udder and the style and presentation of near identical ones common in earlier medical texts and illustrations in Europe (e.g., illustration attributed to J. Pass, London, 1811; maintained online by Wellcome Images, Library reference no. ICV No 17194, at: http://wellcomeimages.org/indexplus/result.html)—indicating Turkish officials’ possible borrowing of images and knowledge beyond (or perhaps simply by way of) Germany, to include England, among other countries.
Figure 4. Depicting plague and its chain of infection (from right-to-left, and then on the bottom), the atlas presented the links between bacteria, rodents, fleas, and humans (along with the type of fleas that do not spread the disease—as it did with illustrations of mosquitoes that did and did not transmit malaria). Bed-ridden with blackened skin and swollen lymph nodes, the atlas also displayed a glimpse of the typical patient’s infected buboes (i.e., the lymph nodes) from where the disease multiplied and spread through the blood (T.C. Sıhhiye ve Muavenet-i İçtimalıye Vekaleti, Sıhhî Müze Atlasi, 57).
Figure 5. X-ray enabled views of the “unnatural” positioning of the foot, ankle, and leg as inflicted by high-heeled shoes (T.C. Sihhiye ve Muavenet-i İctimaîye Vekaleti, Sihhi Müze Atlası, 66; this image and others from this section of the atlas were also included and evaluated in Tokaç and Topçu, ‘Cumhuriyetin İlk Yıllarına Ait Bir Halk Sağlığı Sorunu’).
Figure 6. Depicting the consequences of poor public health standards and discipline, the last remaining member of a family slain by a 1920 cholera outbreak in Tuzla is himself found deceased by Dr. Hikmet Hamdi (T.C. Sıhhiye ve Muavenet-i İçtimalıye Vekaleti, Sıhhî Müze Atlasi, 27).

a pretext for the geopolitical interventions of foreign powers (e.g., through the imposition of quarantines of imperial ports), plague still constituted a public health concern into the 1920s, when it was limited geographically to certain areas of the country. Noting that a vaccine and serum are beneficial, the atlas nonetheless indicated that the best course was prevention. The ministry’s lesson on plague presented the disease’s chain of infection as it extends from the bacterium *Yersinia pestis* among rodents to people via the flea. The ministry’s sanitation thus targeted both pests (Figure 4) in ways that compelled the public’s participation. Encouraging citizens to maintain homes that were clean and sanitary and thus free of rodents and fleas, the text also cautioned against contact with persons who were infected.

In addition to its displays of magnification, the atlas conveys the powers of the scientific gaze through probing and imaging the interior of bodies without resorting to any surgical or postmortem incisions. Just as it traces the paths of infections from specific environments and
vectors to afflicted bodies with the aid of the microscope, it uses the x-ray to reveal the impact of imprudent and injurious behaviors—like following the latest trends of fashion. For the Turkish ministry, the perils of high-heeled shoes warrant inclusion in the atlas along with malaria, syphilis, and plague. Commenting on the epidemic spread of this new and stylish footwear, the atlas surmises that if women learned of the ultimate cost of modern conventions of beauty, they would never contemplate setting foot in such shoes. Warning women not to be “fooled by fashion,” the atlas includes images of a woman’s foot, ankle, and lower leg, as viewed together standing still and walking both barefoot and in high-heeled shoes (Figure 5). These performative perceptions/depictions of the body were also contextualized in objective, clinical terms.

Additional radiographs of the woman in various types of heeled footwear are employed to illustrate the most perilous styles, as are images of her knee and kneecap in “normal” and in heeled positions. Indeed, the text and captions juxtapose the “normal” and “natural” with the “unnatural,” uncomfortable, and ultimately unhealthy. Highlighting healthy and unhealthy behavioral choices, the atlas’s final illustrations show women walking “unnaturally,” agonizingly, and precariously in modern dress and footwear. With the presumably unassailable logic of experts and x-rays, the atlas not only reveals the dangers faced by citizens but also makes obvious their own responsibility to police unhealthy decisions, both their own and others’. In this way, spectacles of scientific technology reinforced the scientized and modernist morality lessons that were scripted by the state.

Morals and the scientific state

Complementing the state’s authoritative descriptions and categorizations of maladies, on the one hand, and its displays of scientific and technological imagery of microbes and bodies, on the other hand, each of the atlas’s lessons about particular ailments and injuries is replete with narratives and pictures that depict the consequences of neglecting preventive guidelines and prescribed therapies. Fusing the ideals of good health, good citizenship, and good governance (and self-governance), this early public health propaganda conveys clear codes of conduct in words and images that are both moralistic and melodramatic. Not unlike examples from the posters, brochures and flyers, mosque sermons, plays, and films that followed, the atlas depicts dualistic paths that are either good (educated, enlightened, civilized, responsible, healthy, and productive) or bad (uneducated, ignorant, primitive, reckless, unfit, and wasteful). These paths carry citizens to futures that are respectively fruitful or futile. Recalling the encouragement given to physicians to go to live and work among the people of the largely rural country, the messages of such morality tales could apply to doctors and officials of the state, as well.

Some of the consequences of bad behavioral choices were quite obvious, such as those of women hobbled by high heels or of drinkers who destroyed their homes and families or who descended into alcohol-induced insanity. In the case of STIs (i.e., syphilis and gonorrhea), regretful decisions were only a part of the problem; other factors also played roles. In other instances, and coupled with the bad decisions associated with STIs, public health calamities were depicted as the consequence of inaction, inattention, or neglect. Human failures to heed warnings (e.g., of malarial environments), to notice particular symptoms, or to follow assigned regimes of treatment and therapy all resulted in grave outcomes. In the morality tale trope of public health curriculum, the atlas conveys the constant imperative to self-regulate, self-police, and self-govern the behavior and the health of oneself and of one’s family.

Failures to heed these warnings led to consequences that were visited not only upon the individual but upon his or her family and community. Succumbing to the temptation to settle near easily farmable fields adjacent to wetlands, people perished or became enfeebled by malaria,
according to the text and illustrations. Children’s stomachs were painfully distended from enlarged spleens. Entire villages were consumed by disease, still births, and infant mortality. Failing to abide by sanitary precautions, for example, could result in a man bringing tuberculosis into his home from public spaces. Consequent transmissions would lead to tragic consequences, particularly for the most vulnerable; children and the elderly. In a similar fashion, not following medical advice about treatment, convalescence, and other aspects of care would squander one’s chance for recovery.

The paintings and other images accompanying these parables of public health are oftentimes disquieting. Dealing with cholera infections, the atlas situates its coverage in sections focused on other waterborne illnesses. Following a brief summary of the bacterial basis of the disease, its rapidity in infecting an individual, and suggestions on how to protect oneself and one’s family from contracting it (i.e., boiling all water for drinking, cooking, and cleaning), the atlas includes a page illustrating microscopic slides that display the cholera bacterium (*Vibrio cholerae*) along with representations of its impact on a patient’s small intestines. The following page, however, shares one of Dr. Hikmet Hamdi’s personal experiences as a physician. Describing his inspections of the town of Tuzla during a 1920 cholera outbreak, he discovered that one household that was ravaged by the disease, as four people in a family died in rapid succession, with the family’s sole survivor now displaying symptoms. Rushing to the stricken home, Dr. Hamdi is shocked to find the remaining family member already deceased; this image is included in a detailed painting as well (Figure 6). Relying upon sensational stories, oftentimes with tragic conclusions, to teach public health lessons, these melodramatic morality tales figured prominently in the education fostered by the atlas and in most of the subsequent public health media generated by the republic.

Conclusions

Though omitted routinely from scholarship or dismissed outright as menageries of oddities, museums of medical science are sites steeped in the politics of modernity and the nation-state—just as they oftentimes had been institutions of imperial consequence for past generations. Identifying a range of epidemiological enemies, mobilizing citizens to wage war on these threats to population and productivity, revealing strategies for engagement, or evasion (as with preventive guidelines), and projecting images of future victory, public health exhibits functioned as “institutions of power” for nation-states. Like the atlas, the census, and the museum, we argue that the various displays created to promote public health were crucial to the processes of nation-building and modernization that defined the Kemalist republic. Indeed, they were foundational to the missions of all modernist states with regard to governance and hegemony over the biopolitics of citizens.

While programs of nation-building routinely relied upon achieving literacy among sometimes sundry peoples, many states were compelled to engage their populations with more than newspapers and the like. In addition to future deployments of electronic media (e.g., radio, and later television and the Internet), the use of imagery was often a vital part of such schemes. Viewing its public health and population circumstances as urgent, Turkey’s ministry of health arranged for its own mechanism to engage straightaway a population that was largely rural and commonly illiterate. The *Sıhhî Müze Atlası* (“Medical Museum Atlas”), though containing text for physicians, officials, and others who could read, was produced in order to convey to the general populace the urgency and consequences of the country’s health challenges, as did the museum exhibits in Turkey’s larger cities. The text and pictures of the atlas did not simply assert the state’s presumed authority over its subjects. Rather, scientized tropes—both authored and illustrated—
were employed to exhibit authority and knowledge, convey scientific and technological mastery over the ailments confronted, and relate harsh morality tales for the citizen of the modern state. Shortcutting not only science and biology classes but basic lessons to achieve literacy, the atlas was one of the state’s first engagements in the field of public health education, and the lessons that it conveyed became enduring themes in schooling citizens as to the benefits both of modern medical science and of the scientific state itself.
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